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Importance of tree plantation has been stressed upon time and again. The need for tree plantation has become even
greater these days because of the growing.

Students should plant trees in their school-compounds and in the front-yards, backyards and side-yards of their
schools and near their own houses and in other places wherever possible. Therefore, it is not only for their
oxygen-producing capacity that we should understand the importance of tree plantation. Importance of Tree
Plantation for Forestry One of the most common purposes of tree plantation is forestry. In village tree will be
planted by every family. Materialistic things can be useless in certain point of times. How useful was this
post? There is Diversity in the Variety of Trees There are many different kinds of trees. Dissertation Someone
to do my. Trees give fruits for hungry kids when they are coming to home especially in villages. During the
fortnight the relevant departments of the government supply thousands and thousands of plants of different
varieties to the people for plantation. Trees are the natural habitat of animals, birds and other species. We
should be very careful about the newly-planted trees. The economic importance of tree plantation includes that
they give livelihood to the people as cultivating trees and selling their produce helps them earn their living.
Monsoon systems are timely and normal when forests and trees are not chopped down. Tree plantation in
english - who can write my paper Tree plantation in english - who can The local and native plants are best to
plant, as exotic plants and trees further disturb the local ecology and environment. Role of Trees: The plants
and trees play a very vital role in sustaining life and ecosystem on earth and, therefore, the importance of tree
plantation must be understood. There are much more reasons that makes us realize the importance of tree
plantation and also thousands of reasons about how can we recover our environment through tree plantation.
We all have to support and need to protect trees. Trees cover a great deal of our food deficiency by providing
fruits and vitamins. Tree plantation essay - Write My Research Paper for an Such as Industrialisation, land
erosion to roads, garbage burning and traffic pollution etc. We get timber from trees. You can travel in trees
and hill stations in Himachal Pradesh. The Western Ghats in India are famous for the lush green mountains,
beautiful rice fields, waterfalls and blooming ecological system. Tree Plantation. We need to grow more plants
for increase air quality. Deforestation has led to the extinction of various species of birds and animals. Trees
are the solution of happiness Teacher can teach values and benefits of trees more in the garden and forest.
Trees maintain balance in our ecosystems. There are air purifiers to improve the air quality inside house. This
helps in keeping the water bodies well-fed, and also the water table level high. Trees are important for the
Earth and its environment, and for all life forms. Write an essay on plantation - Cheap Paper Writing Service
Parents can guide about plants and trees at home. Scholars are beginning introduction of oneself essay
Therefore, Biodiversity is very important for the maintenance of the balance of ecology in our environment.
Such as in Himachal Pradesh is one of the beautiful state of India to travel in the nature. Hazardous pollutants
and greenhouse gases are released into the air from vehicle exhaust, burning of wood and coal, factories and
industries. In this age of growing technology, this is the need of the hour.


